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      Wealth  & Value – The Truth About Online Brokers


  
    Welcome to Wealth & Value, a website created by professional traders with the purpose of explaining how the financial markets work and how online brokerage companies operate. Since retail financial trading has seen a huge boom in recent years and online brokers have spawn like mushrooms after the rain, we decided to create a small informative website that will explain how those brokers work and what to be aware of if you decide to start trading.

     As professional traders with years of experience in the industry, we know that there is a huge lack of information about retail brokers on the internet, despite the huge number of websites that promote retail brokers. The reason why a lot of essential information is “hidden” from the general public is because most websites earn their revenue by promoting brokerage companies and prefer to discuss only the positive aspects of this industry while avoiding to speak about the uglier parts.

     Since we are aware that the opening of the financial industry to the retail public has brought amazing opportunities to regular investors, we want to share from our vast experience and help new investors to stay on the safe side and avoid the bad companies that make a bad reputation to an otherwise honest industry. We have separated the website in two main sections: one about binary options brokers and one about forex brokers.




  
  Binary Options Brokers

  
  In this section you will find the truth about how binary options brokers operate and find our recommendations on how to stay safe and avoid the brokers with poor reputation. We will try to present the binary options industry in an open and honest way and shed some light into one of the most controversial topics about online trading. To learn more about binary options trading you can visit our binary options brokers section.

  

  

  
  
  Best Forex Brokers

  
  This section is dedicated to forex and CFD brokers and will help you understand the insights of the forex trading industry. It contains detailed information about the way forex brokers operate and how to make sure you are working with a broker that works on your side. We will also give recommendations on what to look for when choosing your broker. More information about forex trading can be found on our forex brokers section.

  

  

    
  
  Cryptocurrency Brokers

  
  This section is dedicated to Cryptocurrency brokers and will explain how to trade cryptocurrencies in a professional way. Here you will find all our articles related to Bitcoin and Cryptocurrencies that will give you an insight into this fast growing market. Don't miss the hottest trend in online trading and take advantage of the crypto boom. More info about crypto trading on our cryptocurrency section.

  

  



     

    Most Popular Articles

     Below you will find the most popular articles we have published on our website:

    

    ► Forex Brokers Ranking

    Since there is a lot of confusion among retail traders about the overall quality of forex brokers, we have decided to create an advanced rating system and evaluate all the major forex brokers in the world according to the same set of criteria. Because we are aware that it is impossible to evaluate all forex brokers... Read More

    ► Largest Forex Brokers in The World by Volume

    A lot of traders think that a big broker is better than a smaller one because a larger company has many advantages such as economies of scale, a better liquidity position and is the subject of higher scrutiny from the public and the regulators. While this basic assumption has some merit... Read More

    ► Best Forex Brokers for Large Accounts

    Choosing a forex broker can be a very daunting task because the number of available options is overwhelming. With so many brokers advertising themselves as being the best, people go to specialized websites to read reviews and see broker rankings hoping they will find which broker is their best choice... Read More

    ► Volatility 75 Index Brokers & Strategy

    In order to trade the Volatility 75 Index, you need a high quality broker that offers the VIX among its trading assets. We have gathered a list of the best Volatility 75 Index brokers that accept traders from South Africa and.... Read More

    ► Offshore Forex Broker Account with Debit Card

    There are many reasons why people decide to open bank accounts offshore. They can include a better privacy protection, access to better banks where money are safer or simply better services that home based banks don't offer. The same reasons apply when it comes to brokerage accounts... Read More

    ► Forex Trading in Nigeria

For the second consecutive year, Nigeria has been the fastest growing market for retail forex trading. The industry is seeing a stable growth rate around the world, especially in Africa and Asia, but among all countries Nigeria is growing at the fastest pace. What makes forex trading so attractive to Nigerians?... Read More
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